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A revolutionary approach to unlocking the transformative power of astrologyGet what you wish for in

love ... happiness ... health ... career ... money ... and more!The Moonâ€™s influence on human

destiny has been recognized since ancient times, but its potential for generating positive outcomes

has often been ignored â€” until now. In this breakthrough book, master astrologer Jan Spiller

reveals the secrets of harnessing the Moonâ€™s astonishing power to make your goals a reality!

Not just another astrology book, New Moon Astrology provides practical, step-by-step instructions,

based on ancient rites and philosophy as well as on Jan Spillerâ€™s own vast astrological

experience, in framing your wishes in any area â€” love, career, family, or health. On New Moon

Power Days, your desires become incantations with amazing focus and strength. Using the special

Moon chart included here, youâ€™ll be able to express your wishes during a â€œmagicâ€• moment

â€” a personal power period in the astrological cycle â€” setting forces in motion that transform your

desires into reality. With this exciting technique, you will see your wishes actually coming true in the

months â€” and years â€” ahead! If you are ready to live your dreams, use this proven-effective

approach to personal fulfillment. Learn:â€¢ How to use the potent New Moon each month to time

your power wishesâ€¢ How to locate the three to five weeks each year when you personally are in a

position of tremendous empowerment to achieve your goalsâ€¢ Which special Moons throughout

the year help grant specific wishes, such as attracting money, meeting a new lover, or traveling to

exciting places!â€¢ How to use the destiny revealed by your astrological chart along with then New

Moon to achieve an energy shift â€” a power surge to help you succeed in weight loss, relationships,

career advancement, sexual intimacy, and more!
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â€œJan Spiller is a brilliant, accurate, remarkable astrologer.â€• â€” Harold Bloomfield, M.D., New

York Times bestselling author of How to Be Safe in an Unsafe World

A revolutionary approach to unlocking the transformative power of astrology Get what you wish for

in love ... happiness ... health ... career ... money ... and more! The Moon's influence on human

destiny has been recognized since ancient times, but its potential for generating positive outcomes

has often been ignored -- until now. In this breakthrough book, master astrologer Jan Spiller reveals

the secrets of harnessing the Moon's astonishing power to make your goals a reality! Not just

another astrology book, New Moon Astrology provides practical, step-by-step instructions, based on

ancient rites and philosophy as well as on Jan Spiller's own vast astrological experience, in framing

your wishes in any area -- love, career, family, or health. On New Moon Power Days, your desires

become incantations with amazing focus and strength. Using the special Moon chart included here,

you'll be able to express your wishes during a "magic" moment -- a personal power period in the

astrological cycle -- setting forces in motion that transform your desires into reality. With this exciting

technique, you will see your wishes actually coming true in the months -- and years -- ahead! If you

are ready to live your dreams, use this proven-effective approach to personal fulfillment. Learn: -

How to use the potent New Moon each month to time your power wishes - How to locate the three

to five weeks each year when you personally are in a position of tremendous empowerment to

achieve your goals - Which special Moons throughout the year help grant specific wishes, such as

attracting money, meeting a new lover, or traveling to exciting places! - How to use thedestiny

revealed by your astrological chart along with then New Moon to achieve an energy shift -- a power

surge to help you succeed in weight loss, relationships, career advancement, sexual intimacy, and

more! Don't miss Jan Spiller's Web site offer at www.cosmicpath.com for your free astrological

chart!

I purchased this book following a yoga workshop where its merits were highlighted as a way of

promoting positive changes and outlooks in life.I have gone through just one New Moon phase

since receiving the book and have already begun realising the benefits. It is well written, concise

and clear and is easy to work with.The simple fact that humans have followed the moon phases



throughout history to reap the benefits of sowing seeds under the New Moon for the most fertile and

flourishing crops is enough to indicate that this phase can bring abundance in all other areas of life

as well....use the positive energy force with positive thought and intention and it makes sense that

the life source follows that guidance.If nothing else, the book teaches positive thought patterns and

allows a shift in conscious decision making for positive existence in every aspect of life.I am

enjoying working easily with this uplifting book and look forward to the happy times unfolding ahead.

A friend of mine introduced me to wishing on the new moon and reading excerpts from this book

made me want to have it in my possession. So far many of my wishes came true (almost all of the

ones in my sun and moon signs!) and this book helps me to continue to make wished in alignment

with the astrology of the moon.

The book content is awesome. However, the ones sold by  (I have ordered two) seem to all be

improperly bound with imperfections in the graphics.Although I usually give my money to , I would

buy elsewhere in this case.

My friend gave me this book and I used it for a few new moons many yrs ago and put it away. I have

recently go back into writing intentions during the new moon and found the ones I wrote yrs ago

based on this book have mostly come true, about 80%. If you're into writing your intentions and

cycles of the moon, I suggest this book.

Great book & very informative!

Great book just from a brilliant Astrologer. Highly recommend it.

I love Jan Spiller's books and I was sorry to hear that she's passed on. She left a great legacy and

this particular book does not disappoint. Use the tools in this book at the New Moon cycles and

observe magic happen!

This is it! It has so much practical, easy to understand, useful information that can help you

understand your self and those around you. Highly recommend.
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